How The Lusiad got English'd.
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On the 16th of August 1655, the Stationer's Register records the entering of “a booke entituled
The Lusiad, or Portugalls historicall poem written in the Portugall's language by by [sic] Lewis de
Coemoens & Englished by Richard Fanshaw, Esq.”1 The publication of The Lusiad is tremendously
significant: it was the first translation of the epic into a non-Iberian language; it was the first full
translation of a Portuguese literary work into English; and it was the first English translation of Os
Lusíadas, an epic that C. M. Bowra famously called the “epic of Humanism.” 2 Despite its importance
to early modern European literature, its influence on English literature has often been underestimated.
Camões' epic, through Fanshawe's translation, was a predecessor – and direct influence on – John
Milton's Paradise Lost.3 Camões' eighteenth-century translator, William Julius Mickle dubbed it the
epic of commerce,4 re-appropriating it into a celebration of Britain's – and the East India Company's –
new found wealth and colonial power. Mickle's translation became the most successful iteration of Os
Lusíadas in English but it was, in its turn, influenced by Fanshawe's earlier translation. Camões'
presence can be felt in the writing of such authors as Elizabeth Barrett Browning, William
Wordsworth, Richard Burton, Herman Melville, Roy Campbell, and Elizabeth Bishop. 5 This means
that Fanshawe's translation of Os Lusíadas was the first to introduce Camões to the English-reading
public, inaugurating a relationship between the Portuguese poet and English literature that lasts to this
day.
Yet, in spite of its foundational role, previous scholarship has proposed that the first English
translation of Os Lusíadas was not translated directly from the Portuguese original but rather by way
of a seventeenth-century Spanish translation: Manuel de Faria y Sousa's Lusíadas Comentadas.6 In this
article, I will review this argument and demonstrate how Fanshawe's use of the Lusíadas Comentadas
does not necessarily imply a translation of the Spanish text. Instead, I will argue that Fanshawe used
1 England Stationers’ Company, A Transcript of the Registers of the Worshipful Company of Stationers, from 1640-1708,
A.D, vol. 2 (London Privately printed, 1913), 7.
2 C. M. Bowra, From Virgil to Milton, (Macmillan, 1945), 138.
3 See, for example, James H. Sims, ‘Christened Classicism in Paradise Lost and the Lusiads’, Comparative Literature 24,
no. 4 (1 October 1972).
4 William Julius Mickle (trans.), The Lusiad: Or, The Discovery of India.: An Epic Poem (Printed by Jackson and Lister,
1776).
5 George Monteiro, The Presence of Camões: Influences on the Literature of England, America, and Southern Africa
(University Press of Kentucky, 1996).
6 Manuel de Faria e Sousa and Luiz de Camões, Lusiadas de Luis de Camoens (Iuan Sanchez: Madrid, 1639).

the Lusíadas Comentadas as an auxiliary tool in his translation, making use of its copious notes and
critical paratexts, while focusing his translating efforts on the original Portuguese text that was also
included in the Lusíadas Comentadas, rather than translating from Faria y Sousa's accompanying
Spanish prose version.
Addressing this issue is of the utmost importance, not only for the reception history of Os
Lusíadas in England itself, but in broader terms, for the history of translation in early modernity.
Fanshawe translates at the outset of what can be regarded as a golden age of translation in England:
not only are the classic Greek and Roman authors being translated and re-translated, but Britain also
begins to open itself to continental contemporary writers. The period saw the first English translations
of Miguel de Cervantes, Ludovico Ariosto and Torquato Tasso, to name but a few. More significantly,
it lay the foundations for what is now the common translation strategy in the English language – for
better or worst –, what Lawrence Venuti identifies as fluency, a key discursive strategy for the
domesticating translations still prevalent today: “Fluency emerges decisively in English-language
translation during the early modern period, a feature of aristocratic literary culture in seventeenthcentury England.”7 It is also the period in which English-language translators and writers start to think
theoretically about the process of translation itself – from Denham's dismissal of the fidus interpres
(the translator who substitutes word by word) in favour of a poetically minded translator – “it is not his
business alone to translate Language into Language, but Poesie into Poesie”8 – to Dryden's structural
division of translation approaches into metaphrase (word for word substitution), paraphrase (meaning
for meaning) and imitation (writing in the way the original author might have written had he lived at
the same time and the same country as the translator). 9 By looking at Fanshawe's translation of Os
Lusíadas, although these questions are never expressly addressed by him, it is possible to infer from
his methods the vibrancy of the contemporary discussion surrounding translation practices, and the
significance that translations of contemporary and near contemporary works achieved in the literary
culture of his day.
In the simplest possible terms, Os Lusíadas is a travel narrative. The story is that of Vasco da
Gama and the first European maritime voyage to India via South Africa, but the narrative itself goes
above and beyond the scope of the expedition. Gama's voyage functions as a framing device within the
narrative and although the travel itself does occupy a considerable amount of the text, the vast majority
of it concerns Portuguese history up until the mid-sixteenth century. The history of the Portuguese up
until the voyage is told by Vasco da Gama when he meets the king of Malindi (modern day Kenya),
while events which followed the arrival of the Portuguese in India are foretold by the nymph Tétis to
7 Lawrence Venuti, The Translator’s Invisibility: A History of Translation, 2nd ed (London ; New York: Routledge,
2008), 35.
8 John Denham Sir, ‘Preface’, in The Destruction of Troy, (London, Humphrey Moseley, 1656), fol. A2v.
9 John Dryden, ‘Preface to Ovid’s Epistles’, in Ovid’s Epistles Translated by Several Hands, (London, Jacob Tonson,
1680), fol. R8r-R8v.

the navigators as they sit anchored at the mythical Isle of Pleasures on their way back home.
Unsurprisingly, Os Lusíadas is a work of intense patriotic fervour composed at a time when the
Portuguese Empire was just past its zenith. Camões' poem has been read as such since its first
publication in Lisbon in 1572, and particularly so in the mid-twentieth century, when the dictatorship
of António de Oliveira Salazar used it as a symbol of blind and racist nationalism, both by celebrating
it and its poet as a symbol of portugalidade (portugueseness)10 and teaching it to schoolchildren with a
heavy ideological bias.11 The connection between Os Lusíadas and nationalism is still, unfortunately,
felt to this day, and its literary merits within an European and – for the first time in history – truly
global literary world are often overshadowed because of it.
In 1655 however, when Richard Fanshawe published his translation of the Portuguese epic, Os
Lusíadas had a very different connotation for the literary world. It was still a proud nationalist work,
but the context of that nationalism had been greatly affected by the sixty years of Iberian Union and
the newly and recently restored Portuguese monarchy. The recent history of the disputed Kingdom of
Portugal and its overseas interests meant that on home soil, Os Lusíadas had been differently used to
either reassert Portuguese independence from Spain, 12 or conversely to strengthen the idea of Iberian
unity.13 Internationally, on the other hand, it would be Os Lusíadas' literary value that would guarantee
its popularity. Endorsements such as Torquato Tasso's famous dedicatory poem to Gama 14 would
assure cultivated readers everywhere that Camões' epic was one of the greats, rather than a simple
piece of propaganda.
Richard Fanshawe's motives to translate the Portuguese epic poem are many and, ultimately,
impossible to pinpoint with certainty. Literary admiration, however, can safely be named as one of
them, as suggested by Fanshawe's past career in letters and his own admission that Camões is a “Poet
to rival […] TASSO” and a “TREASURE-TROVE.”15 Before translating Os Lusíadas, Fanshawe was already
an accomplished and relatively well-known translator and poet. In his early poems, the guiding
influences were that of Spenser and Jonson,16 yet later in his career those influences became more and
more continental. Translations progressively became the focus of his work. A fairer assessment would
be to classify Fanshawe primarily as a translator. Nowadays, his translation of Os Lusíadas is the best10 David Corkill and José Carlos Pina Almeida, ‘Commemoration and Propaganda in Salazar’s Portugal: The “Mundo
Português” Exposition of 1940’, Journal of Contemporary History 44, no. 3 (2009), 396.
11 Carlos Manuel F. da Cunha, ‘O Camões do Estado Novo : receção e ensino’, in Colóquio Internacional Camões e os
seus Contemporâneos (Centro Interuniversitário de Estudos Camonianos, 2012), 255.
12 See Miguel Martínez, ‘A Poet of Our Own: The Struggle for “Os Lusíadas” in the Afterlife of Camões’, Journal for
Early Modern Cultural Studies 10, no. 1 (1 April 2010), 77.
13 See Ibid., 72.
14 Richard Fanshawe included his own translation of Tasso's poem in the paratexts of The Lusiad. See Richard Fanshawe,
The Poems and Translations of Sir Richard Fanshawe, ed. Peter Davidson, vol. 2 (Oxford, Clarendon Press, Oxford
University Press, 1999), 27.
15 Fanshawe, The Poems and Translations of Sir Richard Fanshawe, 1999, 2:6. Italics and small capitals are Fanshawe's
own.
16 See Peter Davidson in Richard Fanshawe, The Poems and Translations of Sir Richard Fanshawe, vol. 1 (Oxford,
Clarendon Press, Oxford University Press, 1997), 337.

known, however in the years following his death in 1666 he would be better remembered for the
pastoral tragicomedy The Faithful Shepherd, originally by the Italian dramatist Battista Guarini. In
addition, Fanshawe also translated literary texts from Spanish, and from and into Latin.17
Despite his literary work, Fanshawe would be best known to his contemporaries as a civil
servant, courtier and diplomat. In his wife's memoirs, Ann Fanshawe recognises the personal
significance that literature had to her husband, describing him as always carrying “some book in his
hand, which often-times was poetry, in which he spent his idle houres,” 18 yet makes no mention of any
of his original or translated works, while at the same time giving extensive accounts of their voyages,
diplomatic assignments and relations in court. None, that is, bar one:
In March [1653] we with our 3 children, Ann, Richard, and Betty, went into Yorkshire,
where we livd an innocent country life, minding only the country sports and the
country affairs. Here my husband translated Luis de Camoens, and in October the 8th,
1653, I was delivered of my daughter Margarett.19

By mentioning The Lusiad to the exclusion of all other works, Ann Fanshawe tacitly acknowledge its
importance to the couple's personal life. It would have not escaped Ann's attention that The Lusiad had
the most significant and identifiable impact on Richard Fanshawe's career: it was, almost certainly, a
crucial factor in his appointment as Ambassador to Portugal. Roger Walker makes a clear connection
between The Lusiad and his later appointments: “Fanshawe's translation was a direct influence for his
positions in later life – envoy to negotiate the marriage; ambassador to Portugal; ambassador to Spain
to negotiate peace between Spain and Portugal.” 20 It may then come as some surprise to learn that
Richard Fanshawe might not have known any Portuguese at all, and his influential translation made
via Spanish.
Geoffrey Bollough was probably the first to affirm with any degree of certainty that Richard
Fanshawe translated Os Lusíadas by way of a Spanish translation,21 but it wasn't until Roger Walker's
unearthing of two previously unknown manuscripts 22 that Bollough's suggestion was confirmed. Those
documents prove beyond doubt that Fanshawe did, in fact, know, and made use of, at least one Spanish
17 For a complete overview of Richard Fanshawe's literary output see the two volumes of his complete works, edited by
Peter Davidson. Davidson does not print Fanshawe's translation of Il Pastor Fido, of which the most recent edition is A
Critical Edition of Sir Richard Fanshawe’s 1647 Translation of Giovanni Battista Guarini’s Il Pastor Fido, ed. Walter F
Staton and William E Simeone, trans. Richard Fanshawe (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1964).
18 Anne Halkett and Anne Harrison Fanshawe, The Memoirs of Anne, Lady Halkett and Ann, Lady Fanshawe, ed. John
Loftis, John Nichols, and Samuel Gardiner (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1979), 102.
19 Ibid., 136.
20 Roger M. Walker, ‘General Note’, in The Poems and Translations of Sir Richard Fanshawe, vol. 2 (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1999), 586.
21 Geoffrey Bullough, ‘Introduction’, in The Lusiads, by Luís de Camões, ed. Geoffrey Bullough, trans. Sir Richard
Fanshawe (Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 1964), 21.
22 Roger M. Walker, ‘Sir Richard Fanshawe’s “Lusiad” and Manuel de Faria E Sousa’s “Lusíadas Comentadas”: New
Documentary Evidence’, Portuguese Studies 10 (1 January 1994).

edition of Camões' epic poem: the Lusíadas Comentadas (1639), translated into Spanish and with
copious commentary by its Portuguese author, Manuel de Faria y Sousa. The documents discovered by
Walker are: 1) a sheet of paper23 (recto and verso) which contains an almost verbatim Latin translation
of a section from Faria y Sousa's 'Vida del Poeta' (The Poet's life); 24 and 2) two halves of a folded
sheet,25 with numbered notes in English throughout about geographical locations in Cantos III and IV
of Os Lusíadas which, according to Walker, are “derived from the extensive commentary which Faria
e Sousa supplied for each stanza.”26 These findings, along with the fact that, even when
communicating with Portuguese officials during his embassy Fanshawe wrote not one letter in
Portuguese, lead Walker to conclude that “Sir Richard's Lusiad is probably more of a rendering into
English verse of Faria e Sousa's Castilian prose version than a direct translation of Camões's poem
itself.”27 This, I argue, is a deduction too far. To understand why, one needs to know how Fanshawe
could translate from the Portuguese without knowing the language, who Manuel de Faria y Sousa was,
what the aim of his edition of Os Lusíadas was, and finally, how exactly the two translations relate to
each other.
Up until the twentieth century, it has been generally understood that even if Richard Fanshawe
had no knowledge of Portuguese before starting his translation, the translation itself became the
process by which he would learn the language. Translation as a way of learning a language was a wellestablished practice, inherited from the scholastic tradition of learning Greek and Latin, and
transferred to the learning of contemporary vernaculars:
sixteenth-century Western European didactic materials for learning foreign vernacular
languages employed translation as one of their paramount learning exercises, thus
following the well-established method of teaching classical tongues through
renderings from the language one wished to learn into one's own and then back
again.28

The thesis that Fanshawe used the translation of The Lusiad in order to learn Portuguese comes from
the man himself. In a letter to his friend Edward Hyde, later the Earl of Clarendon, Fanshawe writes:
“What I have most studied ever since my captivitie has been foreign languages; and the most that I
have published other men's matter: viz., a portingall poem of Luis de Camoens, englisht.” 29 Walker,
23
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Barking and Dagenham Archives and Local Studies Service, M51-286, f. 685.
Faria e Sousa and Camões, Lusiadas Comentadas, fol. A6r–A6v.
Leicestershire Record Office, DE 316/39.
Walker, ‘Sir Richard Fanshawe’s “Lusiad” and Manuel de Faria E Sousa’s “Lusíadas Comentadas”’, 59.
Ibid., 63.
Rocío G. Sumillera, ‘Language Manuals and the Book Trade in England’, in Translation and the Book Trade in Early
Modern Europe, ed. José María Pérez Fernández and Edward Wilson-Lee (Cambridge University Press, 2014), 75–76.
29 Fanshawe to Hyde, 1659, apud Walker, ‘Sir Richard Fanshawe’s “Lusiad” and Manuel de Faria E Sousa’s “Lusíadas
Comentadas”’, 46.

after quoting from this letter, admits that given Fanshawe's knowledge of other romance languages and
his total command of Latin, he would be sure to easily “acquire a reading knowledge of, and basic
writing skill in, Portuguese.”30 However, Walker also finds it hard to believe that Os Lusíadas would
be the best text to learn from, for it is a “highly ambitious, complex, and mannered composition in
verse.”31 While this is a valid reservation, language learning through translation in the early modern
period has always relied upon translating from a language's best craftsmen. Early modern Latin
textbooks always carried Quintillian or Cicero, for example, and manuals for the learning of
vernaculars often had at least sententiae from native authors, such as John Florio's use of Ariosto and
other Italian writers in his famous textbooks.32 The translation of respected authors in a foreign
language was not directed at the absolute beginner – yet, as Walker himself acknowledges, Fanshawe's
familiarity with both Latin and other romance languages would have granted him a good head start in
learning Portuguese. Camões' complexity may not have been the insurmountable obstacle that it at
first appears.
Furthermore, there is one single piece of evidence that confirms exactly the level of proficiency
that Fanshawe eventually acquired in Portuguese. In a letter of 1662 to António de Sousa Macedo,
Portuguese secretary of State, the English diplomat writes asking in which language they should
communicate. Fanshawe confesses in his own words to knowing enough Portuguese to read, but not to
write or speak with any ease: “verum illam, quamvis impressam aliquatenus intelligo, manuscriptam
propter abreviationes non Lego, pronunciatam (nisi id fiat lente et clare) vix, et, saepissime, ne vix
quidem.”33 At the very least, Fanshawe was comfortable enough to read Portuguese, as long as it was
printed. As the diplomat himself suggests, reading a foreign language in print and in manuscript are, in
fact, two slightly different sets of skills. The abbreviations common in written vernaculars add a much
greater degree of difficulty. Admitting that he could read the language in print, but not being
comfortable enough to speak it, also highlights the different steps in acquiring a new language.
Reading proficiency is not necessarily proportional to spoken or written proficiency and one can be
much more advanced in one than others. This is also a common experience of native speakers of
romance languages: speakers of Portuguese can, for the most part, easily understand written Spanish,
Italian or French, are capable of grasping the gist of those languages if spoken slowly, but have much
greater difficulty in speaking or writing them without any sort of training. While anecdotal evidence of
native speakers generally confirms this, actual linguistic studies of mutual intelligibility between
romance languages are surprisingly few and far between. Jensen, however, confirms that “Spanish and
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Ibid.
Ibid.
John Florio, Florio His Firste Fruites ([London]: Thomas Woodcocke, 1578), fol. Liiv.
‘Sir Richard Fanshaw to Antonio de Sousa de Macedo’, 2 October 1662, SP 89/6 f.41. My translation: “it is true that, to
some extent, I understand [the Portuguese language] printed, though do not read manuscripts on account of the
abbreviations, being pronounced, (unless it be done slowly and clearly) hardly, and very often not at all.”

Portuguese are mutually intelligible, but at a level of only about 50% to 60%,” while also conceding
that in “face-to-face conversational setting results may be rather different” and that “the level of
comprehension is greatly affected by subject matter, and probably many other factors.”34
Fanshawe's inability to read handwritten Portuguese, coupled with his difficulties with writing
and speaking it, might go a long way in explaining the lack of any communication between the
English diplomat and the country's officials in Portuguese. The assumption that the Portuguese
representatives would have been offended by the use of Spanish in their relationship might be
misguided as well: after sixty years of Iberian Union, as well as the fact that Spanish was much more
widely spoken throughout Europe, the Portuguese court was in effect bilingual. This was true not only
in political circles, but significantly in cultural ones as well. Many Portuguese poets of the period
wrote both in Portuguese and Spanish. The best example of that is the contemporary poet and
Fanshawe's friend D. Francisco Manuel de Melo,35 whose ouvre includes texts written in both
Portuguese and Spanish. Another good example of that practice is Manuel de Faria y Sousa, whose
work will be discussed further below. In any case, an inability to speak Portuguese would not have
been an impediment for Fanshawe's diplomatic position. Up until, and for a few decades afterwards,
the Peace of Westphalia (1648), Latin remained the primary language of diplomacy, followed by
French and Italian.36
The lack of evidence that Fanshawe could read from Portuguese is not evidence he couldn't, and
the absence of any communication in Portuguese between the diplomat and the Portuguese officials is
proof only that Fanshawe was more comfortable communicating in Spanish or Latin. What remains is
Fanshawe's own assertion that he could read the language to some extent as long as it was printed, and
the possibility that that would be enough to allow him to translate Os Lusíadas. Taking for a certainty
that Fanshawe did use Faria y Sousa's Spanish edition of the Portuguese epic – based on Roger
Walker's documentary evidence – it remains to be proven whether Fanshawe translated by way of the
Spanish version or the Portuguese original.
That Fanshawe had a firm grip of the Spanish language is well established. Upon leaving the
Inner Temple, he travelled for two years in France and Spain. He is then appointed secretary to the
British Ambassador in Spain, Lord Aston, a position that he would occupy for three years between
1635 and 1638. There is ample evidence of correspondence written or translated from Spanish during
his diplomatic appointments in Spain and Portugal. Finally, and crucially, the bulk of Fanshawe's
literary translations is made from the Spanish: several poems of Gongora and his contemporaries, and
the drama Querer por Solo Querer, by António Hurtado de Mendoza. Eduardo Del Río, for example,
34 John B. Jensen, ‘On the Mutual Intelligibility of Spanish and Portuguese’, Hispania 72, no. 4 (1989) 851.
35 See Roger M. Walker, ‘A Rediscovered Seventeenth-Century Literary Friendship: Sir Richard Fanshawe and Dom
Francisco Manuel De Melo’, The Seventeenth Century 7, no. 1 (1992): 15–24.
36 Hamish Scott, Paul Dover, and Hamish Scott, ‘The Emergence of Diplomacy’, in The Oxford Handbook of Early
Modern European History, 1350-1750, ed. Hamish Scott (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2015), 684.

has demonstrated that Fanshawe “remains important as a student and translator of Spanish poetry,” 37
and that he was “well acquainted with both the politics and literature of Spain.” 38 Del Río argues that
Fanshawe's careful choice of pieces to translate from Spanish reveals a clear awareness of their impact
in England – for example, by not translating the more devotional sonnets of Gongora, those with a
“clear religious or political motif,”39 which implies both an understanding of Spanish cultural context,
English reception, and crucially a control of the language itself.
Faria y Sousa's Lusíadas Comentadas is not simply a translation, but a critical edition which
remains to this day an example of rigorous scholarship for students of Camões. Faria y Sousa
compiled an extensive package which included not only a complete biography of the Portuguese poet,
but copious notes about Camões' influences, sources, allusions, and the poem's historical context. Each
single stanza of the poem is followed by a copious line by line commentary, either expanding on the
meaning of the verse, drawing attention to the classical allusions made by Camões, or creating his own
complex readings of scenes from Os Lusíadas.
Faria y Sousa's edition of Camões is a crucial element of his wider project to memorialise and
glorify the country, even if at the time Portugal was considered to be part of an Iberian Union. As
Zulmira Santos writes, “taking the work of Faria y Sousa as a whole, it becomes clear that there is
present a taste for 'epitomization', a will to build a sort of 'theatre of the memory' […] that would
greatly contribute to the Portuguese Kingdom's identity.” 40 The Lusíadas Comentadas, in fact, appears
alongside other Faria y Sousa's works such as the histories Epitome de las historias portuguesas
(1628) and Asia Portuguesa (1666),41 or the other edition of Camões poems Rimas varias de Luis de
Camoens (1685). Faria y Sousa himself was Portuguese, as his literary tendencies reveal, yet spent
most of his life working for the Spanish kings.42 His body of work testifies to his continuous and longlasting effort to elevate his homeland to global glory, both in its historical endeavours and, as the
editions of Camões' work prove, in its cultural production. Fanshawe's own translation of Os Lusíadas
can, of course, be thought of in much the same vein, as an intervention in its own contemporary and
national dialogue, or perhaps even an English appropriation of Portuguese glory. There are multiple
ways in which to consider such intervention, such as relating to English mercantile aspirations, as
Miguel Martínez has argued,43 or as a comment on the recent intestine wars in Britain and the new
37 Eduardo R. del Rio, ‘The Context of Translation: Re-Producing Spanish Poetry in Seventeenth-Century England’
(Ph.D., Texas A&M University, 1996), 175.
38 Ibid., 171.
39 Ibid., 157.
40 My translation. Zulmira C. Santos, ‘Manuel de Faria E Sousa: Memoria e Erudicao’, in Felgueiras: 500 Anos de
Concelho (dados e Perspetivas), ed. Pedro Vilas Boas Tavares (Felgueiras: Municipio de Felgueiras, 2015), 108–23.
41 For more on Faria y Sousa's historical work see Alexandre da Cruz Bonilha, ‘Manuel de Faria e Sousa, historiador’
(unpublished PhD thesis, Universidade de São Paulo, 2011).
42 There is little bibliography about Manuel de Faria y Sousa in English. A good starting point is the introduction to his
autobiography. See Manuel de Faria e Sousa, The ‘Fortuna’ of Manuel de Faria e Sousa: an autobiography, ed, Edward
Glaser, Portugiesische Forschungen der Görresgesellschaft; Reihe 2; Bd 4 (Münster Westfalen: Aschendorff, 1975).
43 Miguel Martínez, ‘A Poet of Our Own: The Struggle for “Os Lusíadas” in the Afterlife of Camões’, 71–94.

political landscape of the Interregnum, as I argue in my forthcoming PhD thesis.
The final element to take into account is the actual mise-en-page of the text itself. The simple
assertion that Fanshawe used Faria y Sousa's Spanish edition as the copy-text for his translation
obfuscates the very significant fact that the Lusíadas Comentadas is not primarily a translation but a
critical edition in which the commentary takes pride of place. This is clear even from a cursory glance
at a typical page of Faria y Sousa's text (fig. 1): in large type is the stanza itself, in its original
Portuguese, followed in much smaller type by a prose translation into Spanish, followed by Faria y
Sousa's line-by-line commentary . The line-by-line commentary refers not to the Spanish prose
version, but to the original Portuguese text, creating a clear hierarchy in which the Spanish translation
becomes mere auxiliary to the reading rather than an end in itself. The presence of the original
Portuguese text in verse when contrasted with the Spanish prose-version, ties up with Faria y Sousa's
overall mission for his work – to elevate and propagate the Portuguese throughout (Spanish) Europe.
Faria y Sousa himself admits that the translation is not the main motive behind his edition, and that the
only reason why he added it was “solo por mostrar la poca diferencia que ay, I huvo siempre entre la
lengua Castellana, I Portuguesa.”44 This is not to say that Faria y Sousa's translation would have been
completely discarded by Fanshawe – given the Englishman's command of the Spanish language, it is
highly likely that the prose version of the text would have been of use at least in passages where the
opaqueness of the Portuguese original would be insurmountable for him. Using the Spanish translation
as an auxiliary tool while translating the Portuguese text, however, is very different than simply
translating from the Spanish directly.
The two opening stanzas of the epic (I.1-2) are perhaps where the differences between the three
texts are most evident:

44 “only to show the small differences that exist, and always have, between the Portuguese and Spanish languages”, Faria
e Sousa and Camões, Lusiadas Comentadas, fol. †r.

As Armas e os Barões assinalados,

Si el ingenio, i arte me ayudaren a tanto,

Armes, and the Men above the vulgar File,

Que, da Occidental praia Lusitana,

cantando esparcirè por toda parte, las armas, i los

Who from the Western Lusitanian shore

Por mares nunca de antes navegados

varones señalados, que desde la Occidental playa

Past ev'n beyond the Trapobaninan-Isle,

Passaram ainda além da Taprobana,

Lusitana, por mares nunca navegados antes,

Through Seas which never Ship had sayld before;

Em perigos e guerras esforçados,

passaron aun allá de la Tapobrana: i que

Who (brave in action, patient in long Toyle,

Mais do que permitia a força humana;

esforçados en peligros i guerras, más do lo que

Beyond what strength of humane nature bore.)

E entre gente remota edificaram

prometia la humana fuerça, edificaron entre

'Mongst Nations, under other Stars, aquir'd

Novo Reyno, que tanto sublimaram;

gente remota un nuevo Reyno que tanto

A modern Scepter which to Heaven aspir'd.

sublimaron: i tambiẽ cantarè las gloriosas
E também as memórias gloriosas

memorias

Daqueles Reis que foram dilatando

dilatando la Fè, e el Imperio por la Africa, i Asia,

de

aquellos

Reyes

que

fueron

Likewise those Kings of glorious memory,
Who sow'd and propagated where they past

A Fé, o Império, e as terras viciosas

mientras anduvieron devastando sus viciosas

The Faith with the new Empire (making dry

De África e de Ásia andaram devastando,

tierras: i aquellos Heroes que por valientes

The Breasts of ASIA, and laying to waste

E aqueles que por obras valerosas

acciones se van libertando de la ley de la muerte,

Black AFFRICK'S vitious Glebe) And Those who by

Se vão da lei da Morte libertando:

i olvido.

Their deeds at home left not their names defac't,

Cantando espalharei por toda a parte,

My Song shal spread where ever there are Men,

Se a tanto me ajudar o engenho e arte.

If Wit and Art will so much guide my Pen.

Faria y Sousa translated the two stanzas together. This, although not a unique occurrence in the
Spanish edition (see, for example, stanzas III.47-48), highlights that the primary concern of the
Spanish version is not fidelity but readability. As the Spanish translator clearly understood, these two
stanzas form a semantic unity – that is, they can only be understood when read together and in full.
Camões' convoluted syntax jumbles the sentence to such a degree that the primary action conveyed by
it – my song will spread everywhere – appears only in the last two lines of the second stanza. Camões'
opening line itself is very deliberate: “As armas e os baroes assinalados” is a clear allusion to the
opening line of Virgil's Aeneid, “Arma virumque cano:” of arms and men. Faria y Sousa's translation
completely destroys this allusion by correcting the syntax of Camões for readability. Because Faria y
Sousa's text is heavily commentated, there is no need for the Spanish translator to keep the allusion, as
he can easily explain it in his commentary. Fanshawe, on the other hand, remained remarkably close to
the Portuguese original syntax, which in turn kept the Virgilian allusion as well as the impressive
prosody of the Portuguese verse. This is not to say that Fanshawe's translation is a literal transposition
from Portuguese into English, as the inversion of I.2.7-8 demonstrates, but rather that the English
translator paid close attention to Camões' text, closer attention, I argue, than he did to the Spanish
translation.
This is an extreme example of how distant Faria y Sousa's version can be from Camões, yet one
that anticipates similar deconstructions by Faria y Sousa and reassemblies by Fanshawe. For example,
in III.64, where the Portuguese original reads “Já na cidade de Beja vai tomar / Vingança de Trancoso
destruída / Afonso, que não sabe sossegar, / Por estender co'a fama a curta vida,” Faria y Sousa
simplifies de syntax of the original by returning the subject to the start of the sentence and distributing
the various objects in a more readable order: “Ya el claro Alonso, que no sabe sossegar por estender la

corta vida cõ la fama, va a tomar en la Ciudad de Beja vengança de la destruida villa de Trancoso.”
Notice as well how Faria y Sousa subtly introduces small additions to the Portuguese original, by
qualifying Afonso as “claro,” in the sense of distinguished, and emphasising the relative importance of
the towns of Beja and Trancoso, a “villa” being smaller in population than a “ciudad.” Fanshawe, on
the other hand keeps a line-by-line correspondence with the Portuguese text, yet, simultaneously
incorporates Faria y Sousa's clues to the relative importance of Beja and Trancoso: “Against the City
now of BEYA, / To take revenge for spoyl'd TRANCOSO's Town, ALPHONSO goes; who cannot rest
a Day / For ymping a short life with a long Renown.”
Such occasions in which Fanshawe plays closer attention to Camões' original than Faria y
Sousa's Spanish translation are relatively common, and obvious whenever the Spanish translator
jumbles the original verse order in favour of simplified syntax. Another such case is VI.78, where
Faria y Sousa translates “Nvnca el sordido I gran herrero, que obró las radiantes arms del entenado,
fabricó tan vivos rayos, cõtra la fiera sobervia de los Gigantes,” where Camões original lines read
“Nunca tão vivos raios fabricou / Contra a fera soberba dos Gigantes / O grão ferreiro sórdido que
obrou, / Do enteado as armas radiantes.” Whether Faria y Sousa's own syntax represents an
improvement in readability for the Spanish reader, in this particular case, may be a matter of debate;
Fanshawe, in turn, once more followed Camões original syntax in his translation: “Never such red-hot
Thunder-Bolts were made, Rebelling Gyants to confound and awe, / By that foule Smith (by his faire
wife pray'd) / Forg'd a rich Armour for his son in law.” This particular example also demonstrates that,
like Faria y Sousa in the preceding example, Fanshawe was not shy of adding his own explanatory
verse – in this case by alluding more directly than Camões to Venus pleading with Vulcan for Aeneas'
sake – but he does so on his own terms, not by following Faria y Sousa's lead.
Fanshawe's independence from Faria y Sousa is further demonstrated on occasion at a lexical
level. In V.63, Faria y Sousa translates Camões' “vagarosos bois” for “espaciosos bueyes,” and while
the Spanish “espaciosos” also carries the meaning of slowness, it adds a dimension of size not present
in the original text. Fanshawe, on the other hand, limited himself to the Portuguese semantic
connotations by translating it as “Slow-paced Oxen,” once more ignoring Faria y Sousa's deviations
and explanations in favour of Camões' Portuguese text.
What these examples demonstrate is how Fanshawe attempted to be faithful to the original text
rather than mindlessly follow Faria y Sousa's matter-of-fact Spanish version. They illustrate how the
three texts relate to each other, and how Roger Walker's assertion that “Sir Richard's Lusiad is
probably more of a rendering into English verse of Faria e Sousa's Castilian prose version than a direct
translation of Camões's poem itself”45 is unproven. If anything, Fanshawe seems to have gone to great
lengths to emulate Camões and distance himself from Faria y Sousa's Spanish version. While Faria y
45 Walker, ‘Sir Richard Fanshawe’s “Lusiad” and Manuel de Faria E Sousa’s “Lusíadas Comentadas”’, 53.

Sousa went for readability, Fanshawe usually attempted to stay close to the Portuguese, keeping a
happy medium between the original and a clear English syntax. It should also be said that though
Fanshawe may not have used the Spanish prose version as his copy-text, the Lusiadas Comentadas
remains crucial to how the English translation was devised: it includes the Portuguese original in its
integrity, which makes it the most likely immediate source for Fanshawe, it provides him with an
auxiliary prose version in Spanish, a language that Fanshawe would have had greater control over and
that would have helped clarify certain elements of the Portuguese original, and also because it offered
the English translator a plethora of additional information in the form of multiple explanatory and
illustrative paratexts. These paratexts, to some extent, are carried from the Spanish edition of 1639 to
the English of 1655.
The tremendous influence that the Lusiadas Comentadas came to exert on its English
counterpart can be ascertained precisely by examining the paratexts of both editions. When compared
with Faria y Sousa's edition, the 1655 translation of The Lusiad has a relatively small number of extratextual elements: a letter dedicatory, a translation of Tasso's sonnet about Vasco da Gama, a translation
from Petronius, a biographic sonnet by Fanshawe about Camões, and three engravings. The Lusiadas
Comentadas, on the other hand, even if ignoring the line-by-line commentary, has at least as much
paratextual elements as text itself: multiple encomiums to Camões, multiple engravings, encomiums to
Faria y Sousa, inquisitorial licenses, a biography of Camões, instructions on how to read the edition,
introduction, and more. The paratexts of both translations appear very different indeed, yet, of those
included in the English translation, only the dedication and the translation of Petronius are original to
Fanshawe. All others are, to some extent, copied from Faria y Sousa.
Tasso's sonnet, included and translated by Fanshawe, is one of the many poems included by
Faria y Sousa. Tasso enjoyed a great following in England, with Fanshawe's patron, the Earl of
Strafford, being particularly devoted to the Italian: “[I found] a Poet to rival your beloved TASSO”46
writes Fanshawe. Tasso, through his sonnet, becomes a literary patron in England to the unknown
Portuguese poet.
Fanshawe's biographic sonnet on Camões, although seemingly of his own composition, actually
makes use of data gathered from Faria y Sousa's biography of the Portuguese poet. Document 1)
discovered by Walker has the following notes (in Latin, translated by Walker):
The most prudent Philip II […] enquired after Camões, and ordered him to appear
before him, because he loved what he had read and so that he might have the pleasure
both of seeing him and of seeing himself as the sovereign of so sublime a genius And
when he was told that he [the poet] had breathed his last a little while before, 47 he was
46 Fanshawe, The Poems and Translations of Sir Richard Fanshawe, 1999, 2:6.
47 Philip II entered Portugal in 1580, Camões passed away earlier that year.

grieved at what he heard.48

The biographic sonnet about Camões – and written from his perspective – includes the lines: “PHILIP
[wanted to give me] a Cordiall, (the ill Fortune see!) / To cure my Wants when those had new kill'd
mee.”49 These lines reveal Faria y Sousa's influence even in Fanshawe's own composition.
Furthermore, the graphic composition of the sonnet itself is copied from Faria y Sousa (fig. 2 and 3),
in which the poems to Camões appear below his engraved portrait. Roger Walker concludes from this
and the other fragment discovered by him that “without any possible doubt that Sir Richard Fanshawe
used Faria e Sousa's Lusíadas Comentadas as the base text for his translation.”50 This conclusion is
indisputable: the notes that Fanshawe took, and particularly the episode with Philip II which Fanshawe
translated into Latin, did find their way into his version of the Portuguese epic. However, the jump to
the tentative conclusion that Fanshawe's Lusiad is “probably more of a rendering into English verse of
Faria e Sousa's Castillian prose version than a direct translation of Camões's poem itself,” 51 based
solely on these discovered fragments and a lack of evidence of proficiency in Portuguese remains
unproven. In fact, Walker himself admits that such hypothesis could only be validated by a “close and
detailed study of the three texts.”52 In this small comparative study I have concluded that Fanshawe did
translate from the Portuguese text first and foremost – while confirming that Faria y Sousa's bilingual
edition was of the utmost importance for the English translator, not only as a copy text but also as a
model of how to present the Portuguese poet to his audience.
Even two of the three engravings included in Fanshawe's translation are directly copied from
Faria y Sousa: Camões' bust (fig. 2) and Vasco da Gama's portrait (fig. 4) are clear copies of those
found in the Spanish edition (fig. 3 and 5). The differences between the engravings are minimal, and
almost non-existent. The technique used in the engravings may be the most apparent difference: those
in Faria y Sousa are woodcarvings, while Fanshawe's are copper plates, which also accounts for the
greater and finer detail of the English engravings. One single difference carries more significance: the
English Vasco da Gama's hat is of a clearly different style than that of Gama's engraving in Faria y
Sousa. This alteration comes directly from the text itself.
In the Spanish edition, Gama's engraving appears next to Camões' description of the captain,
which ends with the lines: “A Sword of massive Gold, in Hanger tyde: / A Cap and Plume; the Cap set
a toe side”53 (II.98). In the Spanish engraving, the captain's cap is completely featureless. The different
headgear in the English version attempts to follow the description given by Camões' text.: 'A Cap and
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Plume'. This significant alteration is an example that demonstrates how carefully the English edition of
The Lusiad was devised, while simultaneously showing how Fanshawe engaged with the Lusiadas
Comentadas in ways beyond that of a simple copy-text. It perfectly encapsulates the relationship
between the English translation and the edition that Fanshawe certainly used as his guide: the English
text is informed by the Lusiadas Comentadas, but in no way contained by it.
Walker's conclusion that Fanshawe's translation of The Lusiad is simply a rendering into English
of the Spanish text is insufficient. Fanshawe did use Faria y Sousa's translation, and his work was
greatly influenced by his Spanish predecessor. However, the relationship between the two translations
is more complex and, in many ways, much more interesting than previously thought. In Lusiadas
Comentadas, Fanshawe found exactly what every good translator wishes for: the original text, a
simple translation in a more familiar language, a repository of encomiums and other paratexts, cultural
and historical context, a biography of the poet, his role within his country's literary life, a commentary
on every single line of text. Faria y Sousa's edition is one thousand books' worth of research in one
package: the perfect copy-text. Furthermore, it also demonstrates how complex the translation process
can be during the early modern period: rather than simply using an intermediary text, Fanshawe
appears to have used the most complex resource available to him. The Lusiad might not have been
translated by an absolute master of the Portuguese language – but at the same time, it is much more
than a second rate, twice removed version of Os Lusíadas. Similarly, it is also not a simple case of
original-to-translated text. Fanshawe's use of Faria y Sousa's Spanish edition is an example that
illustrates the complicated paths that cultural communication in general, and translations between
vernaculars in particular, often took in the ever more connected early modern period. Arriving at an
English translation of a Portuguese epic through a Spanish monumental commentary encapsulates not
only the relative importance of each country's cultural productions in Europe, but also how personal
history – in this case, an English royalist who travelled to Spain, translated from the Portuguese to end
up as an ambassador in the country – contributes decisively to the exchanges of cultural goods and
ideas throughout Europe.
Although this article has focused on the specific case of Fanshawe's translation of Os Lusíadas,
his method raises new questions for translation practices during the period. The use of an intermediary
language when translating between vernaculars is well-known and somewhat frequent at the time – for
example, the first English translation of Peregrinação, by the Portuguese traveller Fernão Mendez
Pinto (1653) was in fact made using an earlier French translation. 54 Fanshawe's use of such an
intermediary language, however, proves that the use of a foreign edition as a copy text does not
necessarily imply a greater distance between original and final translation. Although the uniqueness of
Fanshwe's case does not automatically exempt all translations made with an intermediary language, it
54 Rebecca Catz, ‘A Translation of Three Chapters from the “Peregrinação” of Fernão Mendes Pinto, with a Summary of
the Work and a Note on Previous Translations’, Portuguese Studies 4 (1988), 78.

also demonstrates how the use of an intermediary may work as a helpful auxiliary tool for the early
modern translator, particularly one with Fanshawe's control of Latin and romance languages.

Fig. 1: A page from Faria y Sousa's Lusiadas Comentadas

Fig. 2: Camões in The Lusiad, 1655.

Fig. 3: Camões and Faria y Sousa in Lusiadas Comentadas, 1639.

Fig. 4: Vasco da Gama in The Lusiad, 1655.

Fig. 5: Vasco da Gama in Lusiadas Comentadas, 1639.

